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Abstract

Association Rule Mining (AM) is one of the most popular data mining techniques. Association rule mining generates a large number of rules based on support and confidence. However, post analysis is required to obtain interesting rules as many of the generated rules are useless.However, the size of the database can be very large. It is very time consuming to find all the association rules from a large database, and users may be only interested in the associations among some items.So mining association rules in such a way that we maximize the occurrences of useful pattern. In this paper we study several aspects in this direction and analyze the previous research.So that we come with the advantages and disadvantages.
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INTRODUCTION


	Mining association rules is an important task. Past transaction data can be analyzed to discover customer purchasing behaviors such that the quality of business decision can be improved. The association rules describe the associations among items in the large database of customer transactions. However, the size of the database can be very large.A large amount of research work hasbeen devoted to this area, and resulted in such techniques as k-anonymity [1], data perturbation [2], [3], [4], [5], and data mining based on [6], [7].
	Association Rule Mining (ARM) is one of the most used research are in data mining. ARM can be used for discovering hidden relationship between items. By given a user-specified threshold, also known as minimum support, the mining of association rules can discover the complete set of frequent patterns. That is, once the minimum support is given, the complete set of frequent patterns is determined[8]. In order to retrieve more correlations among items, users may specify a relatively lower minimum support [8].ARM is also studied in terms of market basket analysis, which is the analysis of the itemset which can be analyzed after the customer purchasing in the mall [8]. It is just like the analysis of the customer of purchasing behavior. Association rules also used in various areas such as telecommunication networks, market, risk management and inventory control etc.[8][9].
	In [10] author suggests that Data mining is used everywhere and large amounts of information are gathered: in business, to analyses client behavior or optimize production and sales [1].This signifies the research direction in several fields. We can use ARM and data mining application in health care, medical database, classification and combining these techniques with other approach extensively increases the potential behavior and applicability.
	In [11] author suggests that many of the researchers are generally focused on finding the positive rules only but they not find the negative association rules. But it is also important in analysis of intelligent data. It works in the opposite manner of positive rule finding. But problem with the negative association rule is it uses large space and can take more time to generate the rules as compare to the traditional mining association rule [12][13]. So better optimization technique can find a better solution in the above direction.
	We provide here a brief survey on ARM. Other sections are arranged in the following manner: Section 2 introduces negative and positive association rules; Section 3 describes about Literature Review; Section 4 discusses about problem domain; section 5 shows the analysis; Section 6 describes Conclusion.
	
NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE ASSOCIATION RULE


	Association rule mining can be represent in terms of A ⇒B [S, C] where A and B are sets of items; S is the support of the rules, defined as the rate of the transactions containing all items in A and all items in B i.e. Support (A ⇒B) = P (A ∪B) and C is the confidence of the rule, defined as the ratio of S with the rate of transactions containing A i.e. P (B / A). Support and confidence are measures of the interestingness of the rule. We calculate the support value for justifying the usefulness of the items present in the data set. A Higher support value indicates the effectiveness for the enterprise. The confidence signifies the decision theory, higher the confidence higher the decision accuracy.
	Negative association rules of form A=>~B means supp(AU~B)≥ms.supp(AUB)= supp(A)-supp(AU~B). For most cases, the supp(A)<2*ms. Therefore supp(AUB)<ms, which means AUB is infrequent itemsets. So to find negative association rules, we need to find infrequent itemsets first.
	Support shows the frequency of the patterns in the rule; it is the percentage of transactions that contain both A and B, i.e.
	Support = Probability(A and B)
	Support = (# of transactions involving A and B) / (total number of transactions).
	Confidence is the strength of implication of a rule; it is the percentage of transactions that contain B if they contain A, ie.
	Confidence = Probability (B if A) = P(B/A)
	Confidence = (# of transactions involving A and B) / (total number of transactions that have A).
	
LITERATURE REVIEW


	In 2008, He Jiang et al. [14] suggest the weighted association rules (WARs) mining are made because importance of the items is different. Negative association rules (NARs) play important roles in decision-making. But according to the authors the misleading rules occur and some rules are uninteresting when discovering positive and negative weighted association rules (PNWARs) simultaneously. So another parameter is added to eliminate the uninteresting rules. They propose the support-confidence framework with a sliding interest measure which can avoid generating misleading rules. An interest measure was defined and added to the mining algorithm for association rules in the model. The interest measure was set according to the demand of users. The experiment demonstrates that the algorithm discovers interesting weighted negative association rules from large database and deletes the contrary rules.
	In 2009, Yuanyuan Zhao et al. [15] suggest that the Negative association rules become a focus in the field of data mining. Negative association rules are useful in market-basket analysis to identify products that conflict with each other or products that complement each other. The negative association rules often consist in the infrequent items. The experiment proves that the number of the negative association rules from the infrequent items is larger than those from the frequent.
	In 2011, WeiminOuyang et al. [16] suggest three limitations of traditional algorithms for mining association rules. Firstly, it cannot concern quantitative attributes; secondly, it finds out frequent itemsets based on the single one userspecified minimum support threshold, which implicitly assumes that all items in the data have similar frequency; thirdly, only the direct association rules are discovered. They propose mining fuzzy association rules to address the first limitation. In this they put forward a discovery algorithm for mining both direct and indirect fuzzy association rules with multiple minimum supports to resolve these three limitations.
	In 2012, YihuaZhong et al. [17] suggest that association rule is an important model in data mining. However, traditional association rules are mostly based on the support and confidence metrics, and most algorithms and researches assumed that each attribute in the database is equal. In fact, because the user preference to the item is different, the mining rules using the existing algorithms are not always appropriate to users. By introducing the concept of weighted dual confidence, a new algorithm which can mine effective weighted rules is proposed by the authors. The case studies show that the algorithm can reduce the large number of meaningless association rules and mine interesting negative association rules in real life.
	In 2012, He Jiang et al. [18] support the technique that allows the users to specify multiple minimum supports to reflect the natures of the itemsets and their varied frequencies in the database. It is very effective for large databases to use algorithm of association rules based on multiple supports. The existing algorithms are mostly mining positive and negative association rules from frequent itemsets. But the negative association rules from infrequent itemsets are ignored. Furthermore, they set different weighted values for items according to the importance of each item. Based on the above three factors, an algorithm for mining weighted negative association rules from infrequentitemsets based on multiple supports(WNAIIMS) is proposed by the author.
	In 2012, IdhebaMohamad Ali O. Swesi et al. [19] study is to develop a new model for mining interesting negative and positive association rules out of a transactional data set. Their proposed model is integration between two algorithms, the Positive Negative Association Rule (PNAR) algorithm and the Interesting Multiple Level Minimum Supports (IMLMS) algorithm, to propose a new approach (PNAR_IMLMS) for mining both negative and positive association rules from the interesting frequent and infrequent item sets mined by the IMLMS model. The experimental results show that the PNAR_IMLMS model provides significantly better results than the previous model.
	In 2012, WeiminOuyang [20] suggest that traditional algorithms for mining association rules are built on the binary attributes databases, which has three limitations. Firstly, it cannot concern quantitative attributes; secondly, only the positive association rules are discovered; thirdly, it treat each item with the same frequency although different item may have different frequency. So he puts forward a discovery algorithm for mining positive and negative fuzzy association rules to resolve these three limitations.
	In 2012, XiaofengZheng et al. [21] presented the theory, question and resolution of application of rough set in mining association rules. And it presented resolve the relation of support, confidence and the amount of rules by rough set analysis originally. According to the authors the entire conclusions were proved in data mining in provincial road transportation management information System.
	In 2013, AnjanaGosainet al. [22] suggest that the traditional algorithms for mining association rules are built on binary attributes databases, which has two limitations. Firstly, it cannot concernquantitative attributes; secondly, it treats each item with the samesignificance although different item may have differentsignificance[23]. Also binary association rules suffers from sharpboundary problems [24]. According to the authors many real world transactionsconsist of quantitative attributes. That is why several researchershave been working on generation of association rules for quantitativedata. Theypresent different algorithms given by variousresearches to generate association rules among quantitative data. They have done comparative analysis of different algorithms forassociation rules based on various parameters. They also suggest a future suggestion that there is the need of a framework of association rules for data warehouse that overcome the problems observed by various authors.
	In 2013, Luca Cagliero et al. [25] tackle the issue of discovering rare and weighted itemsets, i.e., the Infrequent Weighted Itemset (IWI) mining problem. They proposed two novel quality measures to drive the IWI mining process. Two algorithms that perform IWI and Minimal IWI mining efficiently, driven by the proposed measures, are presented. Experimental results show efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed approach.
	In 2013, Johannes K. Chiang et al. [26] aims at providing a novel data schema and an algorithm to solvethe some drawbacks in conventional mining techniques. Since most of them perform the plain mining based on predefined schemata through the data warehouse as a whole, a re-scan must be done whenever new attributes are added. Secondly, an association rule may be true on a certain granularity but fail on a smaller one and vise verse, they are usually designed specifically to find either frequent or infrequent rules. A forest of concept taxonomies isused as the data structure for representing healthcareassociations patterns that consist of concepts picked up fromvarious taxonomies. Then, the mining process is formulated as acombination of finding the large item sets, generating, updatingand output the association patterns. Their research presents experimentalresults regarding efficiency, scalability, information loss, etc. ofthe proposed approach to prove the advents of the approach.
	
PROBLEM DOMAIN


	Association rule mining is to find out association rules that satisfy the predefined minimum support and confidence from a given database. In the real time environment we can subdivide the problem in two parts.First is to find the set exceed a predefined threshold in the database; those item sets are called frequent or large item sets. The second stage is the occurrence generation from association rules. So if we apply dynamic minimum support then level wise decomposition is easy. If we think of the most appropriate and efficient data mining algorithm then we always think about Apriori algorithm. However there are two bottlenecks of the Apriori algorithm. First is the process of candidate generation which can increase the time as well as the space. So the second thing is generated from the first that it needed multiple scan when it in the iteration process. Based on Apriori algorithm, many new algorithms were designed with some modifications or improvements.
	The computational cost of association rules mining can be reduced in the following ways:
	• It can be reduced by reducing the passes.
	• Need sampling
	• Add extra constrains according to your requirements
	In the traditional approach of discovering rules they need lot of search space, redundant dat and dangling tuples. The missing item set is called dangling tuples. To reduce the search space, and to improve the quality of the mined rules, it is fruitful to introduce additional measures apart from support and confidence which is achieved by negative associations. The traditional Apriori-based implementations are efficient but cannot generate all valid positive and negative ARs. So we try to solve that problem without paying too high a price in terms of computational costs and reducing space with less time.
	The main challenges:
	• How to effectively search for interesting item sets
	• How to effectively identify negative association rules of interest.
	• Identification of negative association rules exist in the non-frequentitem set.
	• In the traditional algorithms, the process of data mining for association rules generally split in two parts: first, mining for frequent item sets; and second, generating strong association rules from the discovered frequent item sets. But to club both of the sequences and generate the classified rule on-the-fly while analyzing the correlations within each candidate or non-candidate item set is missing which also avoids evaluating item combinations redundantly.
	• Criteria of the discovered rules for the user requirements may not be the same. Many uninteresting association rules for the user requirements can be generated when traditional mining methods are applied.
	
ANALYSIS


	After studying several research papers we come with the following analysis:
	In [15] they conducted their experiments on a man-made dataset to study the behavior of the algorithms compared. The dataset had 200 transactions, when only the six largest categories were kept. Compared an algorithm WNRIF with traditional Algorithm PNWAR, the number of negative rules mined from the two algorithm is different.
	
Experiment one


	The weighted minimum support (wms) is equal, but the weighted minimum confidence is set different values. Wms=3%
	[image: Image]
	In [18] they assume that wmc is equal to 50%,mininterest is equal to 10, the values of multiple minimumsupport are as follows in Table 1 and the result of weightedfrequent and infrequent itemsets as follows:
	[image: Image]
	
Conclusion and Future Suggestions


	In this paper we survey about the finding of negative and positive association rules form the infrequent itemset. We come with our study with several advantages and the problem formulation which can be implemented in future. Based on our study we suggest that to extend the support-confidence framework in a dynamic fashion. In addition to finding confident positive rules that have a strong correlation, the algorithm discovers negative association rules with strong negative correlation between the antecedents and consequents. So we can devise an efficient which generates both positive and negative association rules. We also generates all types of confined rules, thus allowing to be used in different applications where all these types of rules could be needed or just a subset of them. So we achieve better frequency result set for all the item set in both positive and negative associations.
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